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A comment on Case and Comment 
Malcolm M. Combe* 
Comment on commentary is a curious creature. Sure, there is a place for writing about writing, 
perhaps for stylistic and motivational reasons, but is there a place to clog up a journal with a possibly 
self-indulgent comment about content? Up to a point. For those who disagree with me, I pray your 
forbearance, and also offer some assurance that I will be brief and not self-over-indulgent. Further, I 
can find some succour from recent contributions to this journal that articles about articles can 
indeed have a place.1 
In 2017, the Juridical Review reintroduced a regular “Case and Comment” feature.2 This was to play 
host to contributions of 2,000-3,000 words of targeted analysis. Three of its four issues that year 
carried notes on matters including criminal law, employment law, access to justice, human rights, 
and family law. Further topics followed in 2018, with the previous issue offering insight on topics 
such as delictual liability for the negligent acts of the police, minimum unit pricing for alcoholic 
drinks (and the related EU law implications), and the law of landlord and tenant. The majority of 
these have scrutinised a recent judgment, but it is not just about cases. There have also been 
comments on legislative developments (in relation to the rights of third parties to a contract, and 
the new private residential tenancy) and law reform proposals (on the important work of Scottish 
Law Commission on moveable transactions).3 
Writing as one of two co-editors of the Case and Comment section, I acknowledge that I am 
somewhat invested in what I am about to sing the praises of. I must also acknowledge there are 
other places for short notes to be published, including the Scots Law Times (News), the Edinburgh 
Law Review’s “Analysis” section, and the Journal of the Law Society of Scotland (to name but three), 
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and it might be wondered why such coverage is needed in a small jurisdiction like Scotland where 
there are is relative paucity of decided cases. 
Be that as it may, the range and quality of contributions to the Juridical Review’s Case and Comment 
section demonstrates the revival of Case and Comment was worthwhile. The fact that Scotland is a 
small jurisdiction can also be turned into justification to make space for suitable coverage. 
Commentators need to make the most of what there is. And in any event, we should not downplay 
the need for informed comment in our small jurisdiction. There is a great deal of new law (from the 
Scottish Parliament and elsewhere) to contend with.  
Regarding our approach to the Case and Comment section, we have managed to allow a certain 
flexibility to ensure quality content has not been constrained by word count restraints, with several 
pieces winding up longer than our ostensible word limit. Meanwhile, the very existence of Case and 
Comment has also allowed for further work to be created: anecdotally, I can confirm that some 
contributors started what they thought might be a shorter note only to realise more words were 
necessary than even our slightly elastic upper word limit would provide; this was the case with my 
own contribution on short-term letting.4 
As for the discipline of offering shorter notes in this era of the (UK) Research Excellence Framework 
(the REF),5 which allocates monies in a way that generally favours longer pieces, the pressure to 
write such longer articles is clear. That being the case, I would submit that, away from the REF, this 
internet era coupled with associated and independent competition for everyone’s precious time 
creates a climate that is still suitable for short, punchy, surgical writing.6 The bumper crop of Case 
and Comment in the previous issue offers an object lesson in that. A short note can also offer a first 
route to publication for an emerging researcher, which could be quite a fillip for someone at a 
crucial stage, or it might offer a way for a more-established commentator to get some initial ideas 
out there in a way that has a bit more cachet than, for example, a self-published blog post. Case and 
Comment also offers a place for informed dialogue on topical issues, a point ably illustrated by a 
contribution in this issue that offers another perspective on short-term letting.7 Returning to the 
REF, short notes can be a way of bringing research to the attention of policy makers and indeed 
courts, which can feed into knowledge exchange and impact. 
I am biased, but I think I have offered just a few reasons why  a recharged Case and Comment 
section is to be welcomed. In conclusion, I will opportunistically note that further submissions to it 
will also be welcomed. If content of a similar standard to what we have seen recently continues to 
flow in, there is no reason why Case and Comment should not play a useful role in relation to the 
development of the law in Scotland and beyond in the future. 
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